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BEAUTIFUL HOMES STORE
Apurva International Pvt. Ltd. is not just a business, but it is a journey of hard work, determination, 
perseverance and endless sleepless nights. This journey of ours began in 1991 when we shifted to Kathmandu. 
It's been more than 3 decades but we still remember all our contracts starting from getting that first contract to 
becoming known amongst all architects, builders, engineers, this journey has taught us the values of life.

While we started small, we never dreamt small and we thus established Apurva International Pvt. Ltd. in 2004 
and today Apurva International Pvt. Ltd. is there in every metropolitan city of Nepal. In the same year (2004), 
we also started working with Asian Paints and have maintained a strong relationship with the company 
thereafter. This success story is not just ours, it is also of all the people at Apurva International Pvt. Ltd. Whom 
we now call a family, who have worked as tirelessly as us and helped the company reach the heights it is at. 
This journey like any other was a bumpy ride, but we always knew that looking back was not our option. 
Therefore, we kept crossing all the obstacles life threw at us and moved forward. Now, this company not only 
deals with paints and waterproofing products but we have expanded to plywood industries and established 
UPVC roofing sheets manufacturing plant. With Asian Paints Beautiful homes store, we are expanding into the 
décor category by launching wallpaper and fabrics from the house of Asian Paints.

Kathmandu, the city of temples has been very kind to us and has given us so much to be thankful for. We have 
come this far and with our honesty and right values, we promise to achieve greater heights!
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OUR BRAND OFFERINGS
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Furnishings

for

Wall
Coverings

Bath
Solutions

engineered to delight

Paints and
Textures



Complete
waterproofing 

solutions for homes

Performance
warranty 

upto 10 years

PAINTS & TEXTURES

Complete painting 
solutions for all 
home surfaces

1400+ shade
options
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Performance
warranty 

upto 10 years
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PAINTS & TEXTURES
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home surfaces
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PAINTS & TEXTURES
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Complete painting 
solutions for all 
home surfaces

1400+ shade
options

Complete
waterproofing 

solutions for homes

Performance
warranty 

upto 10 years

PAINTS & TEXTURES
for
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WALL COVERINGS

Exclusive collections 
from the House of 

Asian Paints

Over 200+ 
finishes in 

wallcoverings.
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Exclusive collections 
from the House of 

Asian Paints

Over 200+ 
designs in 

wallcoverings

WALL COVERINGS

Apurva International Pvt. Ltd.
Gathaghar, Bhaktapur

Contact: +977 98510 31318

Visit our store at
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FURNISHINGS

Wide range of
6000+ design of 

fabrics

European quality 
products at 
affordable 

prices

Use of natural 
fabrics like linens, 
pure cotton, etc.

Apurva International Pvt. Ltd.
Gathaghar, Bhaktapur

Contact: +977 98510 31318

Visit our store at
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Wide range of
6000+ design of 

fabrics

European quality 
products at 
affordable 

prices

Use of natural 
fabrics like linens, 
pure cotton, etc.

FURNISHINGS
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BATH SOLUTIONS

High performance, 
style and design 

10-12 years 
warranty 

Reliable after sales 
service within

48 hours. Free spare 
parts in warranty.
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Royale bathroom 
products come with 
3/4th inch spindles

Seamless extended 
products in Royale 

Bathrooms

Durable
plating

Unique
aerators

BATH SOLUTIONS



The largest space running across the entirety of our homes that are often overlooked is the walls. 
Immerse yourself in lending an element of style to your room with these interesting ways of 
textures and wallcoverings. Compliment the décor with our furnishing range to spruce up the 
space and design a space that you can call your home.

SOME IDEAS TO MAKE
YOUR HOME BEAUTIFUL
That will fill your room with colours, textures and
furnishings
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Explore our captivating collection of wall coverings, 
curated to add a touch of style and personality to 
your space. Inspired from landscapes and nature 

and ranging to abstract designs , our diverse range is 
sure to please your royal taste.
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One of life’s great luxuries is to have a space to call our own - a quiet meditative retreat that is a 
relief from the chaos of the outside. Hideaway is the artistic expression of a natural sanctuary 
which immerses us in a healing organic beauty and serenity.

Leafy forms inspired by a variety of familiar garden plants like hosta, cast-iron plants and fig 
vine are treated with a warm fresco feel to create a soulful experience. Cool greens and blues 
govern the palette, complemented by relaxing earth colors. The effect is a space filled with 
nature’s soothing, restorative beauty.

HIDE AWAY
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NAL SAROVAR
Inspired by India’s wealth of wetland ecosystems that support diverse and unique habitats. An 
important environment to many migratory bird species, wetlands form one of the best places for 
bird watching.
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REPLAY
What happens when you drop a pebble in still water? Ripples appear. Replay is a fascinating 
collection of patterns born of our interactions with natural forces like wind and rain. The 
abstract beauty of accidental repeated motifs like meanders, waves and cracks is captured by a 
variety of media and techniques. Add personality to your spaces with graceful contours, rolling 
rivers of flecks and streaks, a rainfall of dabs or rainbows of imprints that pulsate with life. Bring 
home the charming variations of Replay.
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Welcome to the desert. Inspired by the art of the Aztecs, Sand Tales is a collection of statement 
making wall coverings that evoke the lively landscape of the desert. Walls speak with a wide 
array of folksy details, symbols, dramatic abstractions, plant life and nature-inspired motifs. 
Whether it’s for a feature wall or a striking backdrop add a twist to your decor story with Sand 
Tales.

SAND TALES
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Indie Boho erupts out of the big-hearted graphic art that turns sub-continental highway trucks 
into quirky, personal canvases. Touches of Russian folk art and zesty Mexican cart painting and 
embroidery add to the visual spice. Uncover patterns of bold and emotional single stroke 
painting, stylized forms and blazing colours and wear your feelings on your wall.

INDIE BOHO
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MAGNIFICENT SOUTH
A wall covering collection fit for a king. Each one of the collection is a modern and innovative 
interpretation of some of the myriad elements that adorn these iconic gems: intricately carved 
columns, traditional motifs and finely inlaid rosewood. Discover richly detailed patterns in 
luxurious texture and an aristocratic palette that brings home a taste of some of Kings' palaces' 
great treasures.
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Indulge yourself by sprucing your space with our 
world of textures and patterns from our elegant 

fabric collections. From swish sheers to cozy cot-
tons, our range showcases a tapestry of options to 
choose from. Dive into our realm of possibilities 

where every thread has your story interwoven in it. 
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AJRAKH
The Ajrakh collection by Ador is inspired by the unique form of block-printed shawls and tiles 
found in many parts of Asia. All the fabrics are inspired by the rich heritage and culture. The 
fabrics have a floral batik inspired print and the coordinates have an exquisite texture, providing 
a luxurious tactile experience.
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HAZARIBAGH VELVETS
Heartland celebrates the beauty of classical motifs reinterpreted and hand painted by artists 
from the Sabyasachi Art Foundation. They find expression through a reimagining of traditional 
patterns and a distinctive palette of colours that have evolved over time. These carefully crafted 
fabrics can transform spaces and perhaps your perspective as well. The patterns, designs and 
motifs that make up the fabric collections of Heartland is an endeavour to make this journey of 
transformation uncommon and unforgettable – as it should be. Heartland, serves as a reminder 
of the beauty that still remains and endures in an uncertain world.
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PURITY
Displaying a stunning selection of designs, an elegant and sophisticated naturals collection, 
Purity. Warm whites, light beiges, soft browns and chic charcoals form the palette and create an 
airy, calming and peaceful environment. Classic stripes, plains, textures and sheers structure the 
base of this theme and can be effortlessly combined with any of the heavily detailed and intricate 
embroideries, graceful and smart prints. This neutral collection can easily work alongside many 
different design styles and colours allowing you to personalise your home to suit your look.
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LEUER SHEERS
Leuer Sheers features a sublime selection of sheers and semi sheers in the finest quality organic 
cotton or linen. Its colour palette has been developed with a tempered hand for understated 
sophistication. Light washes on gently progressing neutral hues make for a modern luxury 
statement where the details whisper, and do not shout. Whether your space is embraced by 
ample natural light, or embraced by an array of mood lighting options, these sheers will add a 
touch of whimsy and drama to your interior spaces.
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WABI SABI PLAIN

Our Wabi Sabi Plains symbolise the memorable simplicity in quiet luxury. We see an effortless 
expression of it in details of the Shibui design range; of multipurpose chenille-viscose blend 
fabrics. A characteristic sheen runs through the fine weave, complementing the incredible 
softness with subtle sophistication. Almond, sienna, and ecru with gold undertones here and 
there, make way for chestnut, ochre, rust. Stark shades of white co-exist with the dark drama of 
onyx black and slate grey. Crimson cherry and dusty rose work with Egyptian blues and 
Amazonian greens to infuse some romance back into the spectrum. In such a diverse colour 
palette we see meditative acceptance of contrasting developments, a reflection of the Wabi Sabi 
philosophy’s fluid serenity.
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WABI SABI DRAPES
Inspired by the ancient Japanese philosophy of Wabi Sabi, our elegant drapes 
celebrate the perfect in the imperfect. Timeless and transient, this unique collection 
captures an unpretentious sophistication across its relaxed range of linen fabrics. 

catching textures and surface development techniques create a calming and 
atmospheric approach to interior design. Pair with our Wabi Sabi Drapes for a 
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Transform your bath space into a haven of comfort 
and style with our stylish curated bathroom ranges. 
From monochromatic range to a vibrant range, dis-
cover an array of designed collection that combines 
functionality with aesthetics. Elevate your daily rou-

tine where each detail contributes to a luxurious bath-
ing experience. 
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Nothing says luxury like the colour gold. Even the slightest hint of this tint can make a grand 
statement. That’s the influence of this opulent nish. Both timeless and trendy, the glamour of 
this metallic beauty brings both richness and warmth to any bathroom theme. By the very 
nature of its decadence, gold is sure to add depth and presence to your space.

MIDAS TOUCH
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MAGNETIC MONOCHROME

Never underestimate the confidence of simplicity. The minimalism of monochromatic decor is 
strikingly bold, and complements any theme from traditional to ultra modern. Single colour 
styling easily makes any space look professional and offers the flexibility to work with varying 
contrasts.In fact, with varying textures and tones to play with, there's nothing muted or 
monotonous about this effect. Especially when it comes to making smaller spaces appear larger, 
you can't go wrong with this look.
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OUR SERVICES
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On time. On budget.
On quality.

Visualise your space Expert product consultation

Free interior design services Inspiration to execution

Site evaluation and
measurement services

Quality services



SNEAK PEEK INTO THE STORE

© 2022 Confidential FD Design Works
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Exclusive collections 
from the House of 

Asian Paints

Over 200+ 
designs in 

wallcoverings

WALL COVERINGS
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FURNISHINGS

Wide range of
6000+ design of 

fabrics

European quality 
products at 
affordable 

prices

Use of natural 
fabrics like linens, 
pure cotton, etc.

Apurva International Pvt. Ltd.
Gathaghar, Bhaktapur

Contact: +977 98510 31318

Visit our store at


